
 

Proposal Cover Sheet (1 page or less) 
 
(1) Program Addressed: [1]. Info-X (AQUAINT, VACE or Other) 
 
(2) Challenge: Focus: “cross cutting areas that address important challenges such as new methods 
for evaluation” 
 
(3) Title of Your Proposed Challenge Workshop 
Fiducial Equivalent Effort (FEE) Metrics for Information Exploitation Evaluation. 
 
(4) Technical Point of Contact 
Paul B. Kantor, Rutgers the State University of New Jersey 
4 Huntington St.  New Brunswick NJ. 08901-1071 
Voice 732 932 7500x8216/8220    FAX 732 932 1504 Email :  kantor@scils.rutgers.edu 
 
(5) Administrative Point of Contact(s) 
Michael E. Breton, Ph.D. Associate Vice President for Research  and Sponsored       Programs or 
Keith Osterhage, Director of ORSP Office of Research and Sponsored Programs,  Rutgers, The 
State University of New Jersey. 3 Rutgers Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey  08901 
Phone: (732) 932-0150  Fax: (732) 932-0162 SPONPGMS@ORSP.RUTGERS.EDU 
 
(6) Government Champion: John Prange  
Dr. John Prange, ARDA,  
jprange@nsa.gov 
301 688 7092 
National Security Agency 
Fort Meade MD 
 
(7) Summary of Required Resources  

Resource Type Cost 
Staffing (burdened) 1,000,000
Travel 100,000
Hardware Software 50,000
Ad hoc Consultants 50,000
Total ~$1,200,000

 
(8) Type of Business: Academic. 



 

1 Problem  
The 2004 Challenge Workshop established that an array of different measures can be used to 
assign numbers to the performance, the usability, and other aspects of an Analytic Question 
Answering System. What is lacking is the meaning of the numbers that are produced.  It is as if 
we have a thermometer with the glass column, and the red alcohol, but no reference card behind 
the glass to tell us what the temperature is.  We propose to build on the success of the Metrics 
Challenge by establishing a pair of fiducial points on the several scales.  We will study the 
linearity (or non-linearity) of that scale with regard to two very important variables: the amount of 
standardized human effort, and the number of salient documents in the collection.  The ultimate 
goal is to provide a calibrated metric that relates the value added by a system, to an equivalent 
amount of human effort by analysts.  
 
The 2004 Metrics Workshop uncovered an opportunity.  We used an enormous variety of tools to 
assess four “system configurations” supporting preparation of reports by intelligence analysts. 
Analysis showed that the “plain vanilla” configuration serving as a baseline was, by most natural 
measures, the poorest of the systems.  Another configuration scored substantially higher than the 
other three.  We were advised that this high performance configuration used substantial human 
input. This suggests a valuable fiducial mark not possible otherwise.  If, for example, the human 
effort was 20 hours per problem, on the real data base, we can interpret the measured performance 
of that system as representing a particular level (that is, 20 hours) of human effort provided before 
the analyst begins to work. This suggests that the performance of a system which scores half way 
between the baseline system and this fiducial system could be interpreted as "worth" 10 hours of 
work by a human assistant.  Similarly performance that lies 25% or 75% of the way from the 
baseline to the top performance could be valued at 5 or 15 hours of work, etc. 
 
We must advance from the anecdotal statement “about 20 hours” to methods that define concretely 
and reproducibly the human effort in a fiducial system.  We must study the effect of “titrating”, or 
reducing that amount of human effect to learn whether its effect on the factor score is linear, as 
posited above.  We must explore how that amount of human effort interacts with the size of the 
dataset that is used, and the number of salient documents for the topic, in determining the 
measurable factor scores.  
 
Based on substantial experience with end-to-end question answering systems, we can confidently 
accomplish these goals in a workshop on question answering systems.  As an extension, we may 
develop a method for evaluating the effect of components.  That is, if component A replaces 
component B (performing a similar function in an end-to-end system), then the corresponding 
increase or decrease in performance will be interpretable in terms of equivalent human effort. 
 
A suitable “stretch activity” for the Challenge Workshop is to begin and perhaps advance some 
distance the corresponding discussion for tools in the visual domain.  
 
The acronym for this work is derived from "Fiducial Equivalent Effort", that is FEE. 



 

2 Approach  
We will build a simple system (JEOPARD) that instantiates the notion of a base of Question-
Answer Pairs in a simple and reproducible way. This will form the basis for a Fiducial Effort 
Equivalent (FEE) scale for measuring Question-Answering Systems.  

 JEOPARD stands for Just Enough Organization and Preparation for Analytical Reference 
Definition. The name is inspired by the TV game Jeopardy, where contestants provide questions 
rather than answers. The proposed design seeks the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended 
FEE-based calibration, the effect of titration of the human effort, and the effect of quantity salient 
information. Our logo is a lazy leopard.  
This will be used, with established methodology developed for the Metrics 
Challenge, to assess the validity of Equivalent-Effort-based measurement of QA, 

systems: the dependence on effort, on number of salient items, and the reproducibility of results. If 
this proves valid we will further study (a) extension to assess components (b) extension to image-
based systems and (c) replacement of expensive cross-evaluation by less expensive user-
questionnaire approaches.  
2.1 The Concept 
The process for turning evaluation into numbers is a complex 3-step one, which is entirely 
understood and reproducible. At the first step, a set of analytic products are Cross-Evaluated (the 
XEVAL step) by the same group of analysts who have prepared them. At the second step, Factor 
Analysis is used to extract the leading Factor (the XF step), which provides an explanation for the 

largest part of the several scores applied to each product. At the third step the leading factor is 
further analyzed using Multivariate Analysis of Variance (the MANOVA step) to isolate the effect 
of the System, from the effects of: the author of the product, the evaluator, the difficulty of the 
task, and the tendency towards self-bias when evaluating. The process is summarized in Figure 1. 
The result is a single number for each system, representing, in an aggregate way, its “overall 
contribution” to the quality of the analytic product.  
These scores are numbers, with no apparent meaning.  To give them meaning, we must define not 
one, but two defined or fiducial points on the scale on which they are measured. This is, for 
Analytic Question Answering, the equivalent of placing two marks on a platinum bar, precisely 
one meter apart when we are measuring distances.  The goal of the proposed workshop effort is to 
define those two marks, and thus to give a reproducible and precise meaning to the measures 
emerging from the Metrics Challenge. Like the definition of the meter, this is intended to be fixed 
in time. Thus the upper limit does not represent some putative upper bound, which would have to 
be redefined as technology improves.  In a related subsidiary effort, this workshop will explore the 
relation between less expensive measures that can be applied to a system (typically, questionnaires 
completed by the users of the system) to establish whether some combination of these can be used 
to replace the “gold standard” represented by cross-evaluation of the analytic product. 
For any activity that involves searching in a collection of machine-readable texts, the natural 
baseline is a Boolean search, supplemented by vector-based ranking. An example of this is the 

Reports XEVAL Scores XF Factors MANOVA System
Scores

Figure 1. The chain from report preparation to extraction of scores for systems. 



 

commercially available Google system, the baseline in the Metrics Challenge.  This technology is 
likely to remain a reasonable stable “zero point” for about five more years. After that time, it may 
be that materials used in intelligence analysis will often be supplied with a link structure, making 
link-based analysis a reasonable component of a “zero point” measure. Note that Google will still 
support this feature, even if it is not needed for the present work.  
The key issues for this challenge workshop are to (1) define a meaningful fiducial system to serve 
as the other point of the scale (2) to study properties of this fiducial system as certain natural 
parameters are varied.  Thus, in principle, the Workshop could be accomplished with no 
participation by researchers developing end-to-end systems. However, the development of any 
measuring tool always benefits from interaction with some of the entities to be measured. We are 
pleased that Tomek Strzalkowski has agreed to make the HITIQA system available for test, and 
David Schneider of CYCORP has agreed to make the evolving GINKO system available for test. 
Their participation will provide very useful feedback as the development of a scale progresses. 
Participation might be in a totally hands-off mode (that is, with systems running at SAIC, as in the 
Tampa Workshop) but it is preferable to have more active involvement, especially since a system 
might malfunction during the exercise. 
2.2 Scientific Goals 
2.2.1 Building a fiducial system 
We propose that the upper fiducial point be determined by applying a calibrated amount of human 
effort, in a documented and reproducible way, to make the analyst’s work easier.  For a given 
collection, and a stated analytic task, analysts with 2-4 years experience will be tasked to search 
the collection, using the baseline tool, to assemble passages that appear to be useful and relevant in 
accomplishing the task and [this concept is adapted from Hickl et. al (2004)] index them in terms 
of questions.  Work at LCC references a proprietary ontology of question types. While it might be 
advantageous to adopt and adapt this mechanism, this might unfairly advantage LCC in 
subsequent evaluations, and would raise issues of ownership, so a simpler "open-source" ontology 
will be developed.   
2.2.2 Question-Answer Finding 
Question-answer Pair (QAP) formation will be an open simplification of the QUAB process 
(Hickl et al, 2004).  Instructions to the analysts for this task will be an elaboration and refinement 
of: (1) find passages that you think will be useful in preparing a report on the assigned task (2) 
write one or more reasonable questions to which the passage contains an answer (3) select one or 
more categories from our open ontology to describe the type of question this is (e.g. who, where, 
when ....) .This will be done using a support tool to be developed as part of this project.  
2.2.3 Question matching. 
We propose to develop “plain vanilla” guidelines and heuristics for question matching, based on 
the analysis of a few hundred questions produced in the course of the workshop.  We are inviting 
Prof. Harabagiu, who has vast experience in this field to serve as consultant for this phase of the 
project.  Our guidelines and the JEOPARD system will probably adopt a matrix or “faceted” 
ontology, and both analysts and users will be advised to attach one or more facet labels to any 
question they design or submit. 
Question types can be formed into a network based on several principles. Whichever principles are 
chosen, the similarity ranking of questions by type can be approximated by shortest path through 
the network representing the ontology.  This is complemented by simple vector-based ranking 
based on the texts of the questions with function) stop words removed. 



 

3 Domain and Data Sets  
The domain will be that for which there are available data sets.  We will start with the Metrics 
Challenge Data set.  
 
We will likely have to augment the Metrics Challenge Data set with additional web material, and, 
if it can be obtained, additional material of the type provided by the CNS. For the former we can 
adapt the methods developed in the Metrics Challenge, together with those used by AQUAINT 
teams, to build data sets for experimentation. 
 
Additional web search may be needed to increase the number of salient documents, in order to 
study the effect of this variation on the impact of a given number of hours of analyst effort. 

4  Evaluation  
Measures and methods involve both qualitative and quantitative assessment of the process, as well 
as the overall workshop product, which is itself a tool for evaluation.  Glass box techniques will be 
adapted to evaluate the "QAP-building" process, by determining what parts of the tool are used 
frequently and infrequently. 
 
Focus groups (Consultant: Liz Liddy) will be used as an assessment tool in the development of the 
QAP ontology, in assessment of the process, by analysts, and in assessment of the overall project 
(by top level researchers). 
 
Questionnaire instruments will be used after each of the first two major phases (Pilot, and Phase 1) 
to assess the processes and tools of the workshop, and guide improvement, subject to the 
requirements of maintaining consistency of the Fiducial Effort Equivalent.  



 

5 Proposed team and roles 
 
Individual Participant Institution Primary Role 
Paul Kantor Rutgers Univ. Team Leader, Experimental. Design and analysis. 
John Prange ARDA Info-X Government Champion 
Diane Kelly U. North Carolina Evaluation, design 
Emile Morse NIST Evaluation/Working Sessions/On Site Management 
Antonio Sanfilippo  PNNL Working Session Support/Ontology/Management 
Dave Schneider Cycorp Experiments with Cycorp system 
*Sanda Harabagiu  UT@Dallas Ontology/Experiments With LCC QA system 
Tomek Strzalkowski  Suny@Albany Experiments with SUNY QA system/Ontology 
Jean-Michel Pomerede CIA Question Ontology/Application/Champion 
John Donelan CIA Question Ontology/Application/Champion 
Liz Liddy  Syracuse Univ. Question Ontology/Focus Groups 
Peter LaMonica AFRL Creation of task assignment scenarios 
Chuck Messenger AFRL Creation of task assignment scenarios 
*Invited, not yet confirmed. 

 

6 Plan (3pp) 
6.1 Scientific Questions of the Workshop 
6.1.1 Is the relation of the power of the JEOPARD system strictly proportional to the human 

effort? If not, what is the relation between effect and effort? 
6.1.2 How does the impact of a given amount of human effort in JEOPARD relate to the amount 

of salient information in the data collection? 
6.1.3 Do measurements of real systems against the FEE scale produce reliable and consistent 

readings? 
6.1.4 (How) can the JEOPARD approach be extended to evaluation of system components? 
6.1.5 Can the JEOPARD approach be extended to non-text systems? 
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Pre-Workshop Jan-Jun 
Pre-workshop preparation: Arrangement for recruitment of 18-24 analysts for the workshop. 
Recruitment of 4-6 student interns. Hiring of a programmer. Meeting of principals to discuss 
question ontology (plain vanilla flavor), including Focus Group (Dir: L. Liddy). 
 
Pre-workshop development. Assemble databases. Check for completeness of salient metadata such 
as authors and dates.  Develop both the annotation tool, and the JEOPARD dual interface, 
accessing both the document collection and the QAPs.  
 
Develop training materials for analysts, and develop or adapt instruments to assess report quality. 
Arrange for installation of systems at a suitable site, and ensure that adequate space and equipment 
is available.  The site is not yet chosen. It would obviously be efficient to reuse the excellent 
equipment purchased for the Metrics Challenge.  The PNNL site also has the lowest costs of the 3 
possible sites. A 4th possibility is to run some of the workshops at Rutgers, where computer labs 
can be used to provide the needed working space. The PNNL possibility is contingent, since 
Antonio Sanfilippo hopes to be heavily involved in running a different Challenge Workshop. 
 
June-Aug.   
Workshop activities.  Analysts and support workers will be trained, and will spend  8 days 
developing QAPs,  and 2 days preparing and judging reports (analysts will prepare reports on 
topics for which they did not develop QAPs; all analysts will judge all reports.  The amount of 
effort taken as fiducial will depend on overall analyst availability.  If analysts are available for 
three weeks, then 16 hours (2 days) would be a good choice. If they are available for only 2 weeks 
we propose using 10 hours as the base effort. We intend to test whether far less expensive student 
interns can adequately generate QAPs. 
 



 

Aug-Sep 
The first workshop will serve as a pilot, and produce preliminary data which will be completely 
analyzed to assess the validity and statistical power of the approach. This is vital, as it will support 
a go, no-go decision for the remaining effort.  If it is found that either (a) the remainder of the 
workshop would not have sufficient power to provide sharp fiducial points or (b) the meaning of 
the fiducial effort cannot be extracted from individual variation in who prepared the QAPs, then 
the workshop should be terminated. Otherwise, it should continue in the same way to nail down 
the effects of linearity or non-linearity and the impact of the number of salient items on the 
meaning of the fiducial effort.  
 
Reports and presentations. As scheduled, progress will be reported to the ARDA Challenge 
governing group. Briefings to other groups will be provided as appropriate.  
 
Meetings of principals.  There will be regular meetings by telephone conference, and the 
principals will meet from time to time in conjunction in with AQUAINT meetings or symposia. 
 
Broader dissemination will be through technical reports and scientific papers to appropriate 
conferences and journals.  

7 Government Champion and Technology Transition Plan: 
The Government Champion will be Dr. John Prange.  Contact information is given above. 
 
The preferred design is one in which management of the developed software will be transferred to 
a support agent such as SAIC. Similarly, it is most efficient if the support of the two systems 
serving as "guinea pigs" for measurement can be managed in this fashion.   
 
At this stage there are no issues of security/classification.  The design of the workshop is intended 
to produce explicitly clear manuals for replicating the process, so that it can be done in secure 
environments as appropriate.  There are established procedures for doing needed re-coding etc.  
Thus the QAP-building tool and the fiducial search engine would have to be rebuilt, which is not 
part of the proposed workshop. 

8  Impact 
This concept, if validated, has enormous impact. Rather than assessing performance of systems in 
terms with little meaning to those who buy them or use them, we would be able to assess the 
performance of systems in concrete, economic terms.  With this method developed and codified, it 
would be possible to say, for example, that “system X is equivalent to having an assistant who 
works for 8 hours before you begin to do your research”.  This can be converted to concrete 
economic terms and makes sense to everyone from the analysts through the decision makers to the 
funders.  Currently, this is a daring speculation based on a single observation.  The focus of the 
proposed Challenge Workshop for 2005 will be to examine this rigorously. 
 
The concrete products of this work will be (1) Question-Answer pairs for a number of topics (8 or 
24 16 depending on whether the project is terminated after the first stage, or continues through the 
second, or to proposed completion). (2) rigorous definitions of the QAP definition process (3) 
methods for using the QAP to define a measure of system effectiveness (4) assessments of 



 

statistical significance, sample size, etc. (5) The QAP-building tool, as yet unnamed (5) the 
JEOPARD system to serve as a fiducial point complementary to the Google system. (6) report on 
exploration of extension to evaluation of components (7) possibly, a road map for extension of 
these concepts to the image domain. 

9  Resources 
 
The required staff includes the listed key personnel. In addition, we need administrative support 
for managing the workshops, a programmer to develop the interfaces and analysts to serve as QAP 
developers, and to perform the cross evaluation.  Data sets are precisely those used in the Metrics 
Challenge, with some augmentation for selected topics/tasks.   Access to N high end workstation 
where N is two greater than the number of analysts working simultaneously onsite (not more than 
18).  It is anticipated that, after training and on-site work, analysts can continue this work from 
home sites. The software will be web based, so that it can work from behind firewalls. 
 
Infrastructure for the workshop requires a high-bandwidth, reliable Internet connection. It is 
desirable if there are not burdensome security constraints on access to the sites used for the work. 
Adequate space can be found at Rutgers, if the workshop cannot be hosted at one of the 3 sites.  
 

10 Issues 
 
The largest problem is: can we include participants from the leading systems, (Cycorp, Albany, 
LCC) while still developing a measure that is fair to systems not yet represented?  We believe that 
the QAP represents an economical way to do this.  
 
There are a number of ways in which the proposed project can fail, which are detailed above. We 
propose to deal with this by planning for a decision on continuing to be taken at about 8 months, 
which is timely for freeing up entailed funds for the next year's challenge activity.  
 
A seductive intellectual argument is that this calibration can be better defined in terms of the 
proposed annotation and mark-up language (SCSL) proposed by Sanfilippo.  This writer believes 
that annotations of that type will remain quite expensive, and require high levels of training and 
review.   
 
The developed software will be work made for hire.  Academic participants will retain normal 
rights to publish scholarly work based on their experiences in, and contributions to the workshop. 
 
The goal is to complete this work within the span of the workshop so that a technology can be 
transferred to the operational or test-bed situation.  


